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Dow‘‘Dynamical’’ versus ‘‘statistical’’ rotational distributions in hyperthermal
NO–Pt(111) scattering
C. A. Taatjes,a) A. E. Wiskerke, and A. W. Kleyn
FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands
~Received 5 May 1994; accepted 18 November 1994!
Rotational distributions from NO–Pt~111! scattering have been reported@Wiskerkeet al., J. Chem.
Phys.102, 3835~1995!#. At lower incoming energies~,1 eV! clear rotational rainbows are seen,
but the distributions for higher energies approach Boltzmann distributions with apparent
temperatures far exceeding the surface temperature. We compare here the NO–Pt~111! scattering
distributions to the predictions of a simple statistical model. The model assumes randomization of
the available energy, subject to~partial! conservation of parallel linear momentum and angular
momentum about the surface normal. Some characteristics of the rotational and angular distributions
which arise from such a statistical energy repartitioning are discussed and compared to experimental
results. It is seen that a combination of peaked angular distributions and Boltzmann-type rotational
distributions independent of the scattering angle are reproduced by a simple statistical calculation
with partial conservation of parallel linear momentum. For the NO–Pt~111! system, it is shown that
a complete description of the high-energy scattering requires specifically dynamical assumptions.
The transition from ‘‘dynamics’’ to ‘‘statistics’’ most likely arises from a combination of increased
averaging, resulting from a competition between scattering via different regions of the potential
energy surface, and a weakening of the rainbow features, perhaps due to the onset of chattering



















The study of molecule–surface collisions by molecula
beam scattering methods has progressed to the point wh
extremely detailed measurements of~correlated! final rota-
tional, vibrational and translational energy distributions from
well-characterized collision events can now be obtained.
the same time, advances in computational techniques n
allow intricate calculations of molecule–surface scatterin
with ever less stringent approximations, and potential ener
interactions are calculated from first principles. Understan
ing the details of molecule–surface interactions has been
eled by the experimental observations of specific dynamic
features in molecule–surface scattering, such as rotatio
rainbows1–10 and angular momentum orientation.8–15 None-
theless, for some scattering systems even high-resolut
measurements give rotational distributions which are stat
tical, characterizable by a single apparent temperature.14–16
Unlike trapping-desorption measurements, the rotation
temperatures of these distributions far exceed the surfa
temperature, and are in fact dynamical phenomena.
The lack of dramatic features in the energy distribution
for these systems suggests that statistical partitioning m
dominate the scattering process. In particular, one can pos
late a long-lived intermediate state which allows energy to
redistributed among many degrees of freedom, but whi
‘‘decomposes’’~i.e., the molecule departs from the surface!
before complete thermal accommodation occurs. Statisti
theories have previously been applied to state distributio
a!Present address: Combustion Research Facility, Sandia National Labor





















from NO–graphite and NO–Ag~111! scattering by Petters-
sonet al.;17–19we here use a similar statistical assumption to
describe scattering from a metal surface with a deep we
namely NO–Pt~111!.16,20–22The deep attractive interaction
offers the possibility that the molecule experiences sever
collisions with the surface, randomizing its energy among
few nearby surface atoms. This sort of indirect scatterin
may approximate the creation of a local ‘‘complex.’’ In the
NO–Pt~111! experiments, a majority of the incoming mol-
ecules stick to the surface. These molecules fully equilibra
with the surface and later desorb. The scattering distribution
that we describe here arise from a minority channel, thos
molecules which retain enough translational energy to esca
fter at most a few encounters with the surface.
While dramatic rotational rainbow features appear in
low-energy~0.3–1 eV! NO–Pt~111! scattering, the rotational
distributions at higher incident energies~1.6 eV! approach
Boltzmann distributions, indicating a thorough redistribution
of the available energy. The distributions are not thermal; th
apparent temperatures are far above the surface temperat
of 575 K. However, the randomization of the energy sugges
a statistical description of the scattering process. Other trea
ments based on a statistical model for energy distributio
have been previously applied to atom-and molecule–surfa
scattering processes.17–19,23–25In this article we will discuss
how statistical the NO–Pt~111! distributions in fact are; in
particular, whether these distributions can be adequately d
scribed by a random redistribution of energy subject to a few
imple constraints. We will see that, while the qualitative
features of the measured angular and rotational distribution
are mimicked by a simple statistical model, a more nearl
quantitative description requires other, dynamical couplings
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DownloII. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF SCATTERED
DISTRIBUTIONS
The central idea of a statistical description of the sc
tering process is that, whatever the detailed form of t
molecule–surface interaction, the scattering process can
represented as the decay of an local complex, where all
available states of a subsystem are populated with eq
probability.26–29 The calculation of the state distribution i
thus reduced to calculating densities of states; ‘‘countin
the available states at a given total energy. The probl
arises from deciding what parts of the total molecule–surfa
system are to be included in this ‘‘activated complex,’’ th
is, what constraints are to be placed on the transport of
ergy. With no constraints the final state distribution would
given simply by the equilibrium distribution at the surfac
temperature. We are interested in cases where the equili
tion is not so thorough, so we look at some ways to rest
the subsystem over which we will parcel the energy. In th
section we shall outline some options for constraining t
energy redistribution. A sketch of some mathematical deri
tions is given in the Appendix.
Nymanet al.,18 Zamir and Levine,23 and, most recently,
Pettersson19 have treated statistical distributions i
molecule–surface scattering and have given expressions
the rotational state distributions. They use, as we do
simple description of the surface~or at least the part of the
surface that is involved in the scattering! as a collection ofn
classical harmonic oscillators, whose density of states a
function of energy,rosc~Eosc! is proportional to~Eosc!
n21.
~The relevant part of the densities of states for calculation
final state distributions is their dependence on the ener
therefore for simplicity we will suppress constant factors
this discussion.! The density of states for a classical linea
rotor is constant with rotational energyErot . The transla-
tional density of states depends on how many dimensions
allowed for the translation~e.g., parallel momentum conser
vation implies a one-dimensional translational contributio!,
as well as whether flux or volume densities are calcula
~these differ of course by a factor of velocity}Etrans
1/2 !. The
rotational energy distribution is then given by the integr









The energy distribution for any of the other degrees of fre
dom ~translation, surface oscillators! is calculated in an iden-
tical manner, with the density of states for the desired deg
of freedom@rtrans~Etrans!, rosc~Eosc!# appearing outside the in-
tegral in the numerator. Since the rotational and translatio
densities of states have the same energy dependence
rotational and translational temperatures will be identical in
completely statistical process. In other words, rotation a
translation arecompletely equivalentin a statistical redistri-
bution, unless other constraints~such as parallel angular mo
mentum conservation! are introduced.
To give aJ-distribution we ‘‘bin’’ the rotational energies





































an integer#, whereb5h2/2I is the rotational constant of the
molecule with moment of inertiaI . For the simple case of
complete parallel momentum conservation, the~one-
dimensional! translational density of states is proportional to
Etrans
21/2, and the rotational energy distribution can be analyti
cally calculated.18,19 The rotational state distribution~for





5S 12 EJE D
n11/2
2S 12 EJ11E D
n11/2
, ~2!
where the total available energyE is given by the perpen-
dicular energy,E'5Ei cos
2 Q i5Ei /2 for the incident angle
of 45° used in the NO–Pt~111! experiments,16 plus any initial
thermal excitation of the rotor and the surface oscillators. I
the increase in available energy due to initial thermal excita
tion of n classical oscillators is included, we arrive at
E5E'1nkTs . Since the oscillators are in some sense ficti
tious constructs, their initial excitation is somewhat arbitrary
This fact has been exploited by Nymanet al., who chose the
initial excitation using the oscillator frequency and a ‘‘sur-
face mass’’ parameter,18 and by Zamir and Levine, who ig-
nored the initial oscillator excitation altogether.23 For flux
detection, the translational density of states is multiplied b
the velocity, and the exponent in Eq.~2! becomesn11 in-
stead ofn11/2. The fluxrotational distribution is a decreas-
ing function of J for all values ofn, but because of the
inverse-velocity weighting,P(J) for density detection actu-
ally increases withJ for n,1/2.
A. Conservation of normal angular momentum
Nymanet al. have pointed out that requiring conserva-
tion of Jz ~the angular momentum component along the su
face normal! in the scattering process gives rise to a curva
ture in a Boltzmann plot of the rotational distribution near
the high-energy cutoff.18 Pettersson has recently carried out a
detailed analysis of the effects of angular momentum conse
vation on statistical rotational distributions, and compare
the results to experiments on NO–Ag~111! scattering.19 Jz
conservation produces a bulge in the Boltzmann plot, whic
is reminiscent of a rotational rainbow feature but has a muc
simpler origin. A constraint onJz is related to the constraint
of parallel momentum conservation, since both assume th
the surface is in some sense ‘‘smooth.’’ Requiring thatJz is
conserved necessitates an alteration in the procedure for c
culating the rotational distribution. Nymanet al. used a
Monte Carlo sampling technique. However, the problem ca
also be solved by calculating the conditional distribution fo
a given value ofJz[M initial and subsequently integrating
~summing! over the initialM distribution. ~The calculation
of the final rotational distribution is treated in more detail in
the Appendix.! The rotational density of statesrrot must be
reduced by a factor which reflects the contribution of a singl
M value, relative to the isotropic density of states. Quantum
mechanically, this is a factor of (2J11)21. For continuousJ
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Downlo(2J11)21 reduction in the available state density for
given J @i.e., for energies betweenJ2b and (J11)2b#. The
density of states must therefore be multiplied b
(2J)21}(Erot!
21/2, which is equivalent to using a one-
dimensional rotor in the calculations of the state density19
This negative energy dependence of the effective density
rotational states produces a colder final rotational distrib
tion, since the higherJ states occupy a smaller region in the
available phase space than whenJz is not conserved. The
final rotational distribution is expressed in terms of Eule
integrals @Eq. ~A9!#, which we calculate numerically.30 In
addition, partial conservation ofJz can be described by a
less-drastic reduction in the density of rotational states w
energy. As discussed in the Appendix, we can in general u
a rotational density of states which is proportional toErot
2j ,
wherej51/2 corresponds to completeJz conservation, and
j50 to complete randomization ofJz .
A qualitative understanding of the source of th
Jz-conservation ‘‘rainbow’’
18,19 will help to illuminate the
differences between this phenomenon and the true, dyna
cal rainbow feature. Figure 1~a! shows a rotational distribu-
tion calculated using theJz-conserving assumption, with
three features noted; a swift falloff withJ at low rotational
levels, a flattening at intermediateJ, and a cutoff at the high-
estJ. Between the flat part of the distribution and the high-J
cutoff is theJz-conservation pseudorainbow. The falloff a
low J is due to the finiteTi ,rot of the beam. The distribution
in the figure was calculated forkTi ,rot ! E in order to sepa-
rate the three features clearly. ForkTi ,rot closer to the total
available energy, the features merge and blur, and un
these conditions the distribution more resembles a weak
tational rainbow. In addition, as the number of surface osc
lators is increased, the distribution approaches a Boltzma
distribution, as discussed by Pettersson.19 The linear plot in
Fig. 1~b! shows that the pseudorainbow does not produce t
double-peaked ‘‘bimodal’’ distributions that are characterist
of many observed rainbow distributions. The distributio
without Jz conservation is also shown for comparison.
The population in a particularJ-state,Jf , in the statisti-
cal calculation, includingJz conservation, is partially deter-
mined by the initialM -population. If the initial rotational
temperature approaches zero, then only theM f50 states can
be populated. This is 1/(2Jf11) of the possible
M -population, so the high-Jf states are more greatly af-
fected. Averaging over initialM causes the lower rotational
levels, in the low-J falloff, to be most closely dependent on
the initial rotational temperature.19 At the highestJ-levels,
the energetic cutoff reduces the populations faster than ex
nentially. The bulge in the rotational distribution is cause
when the flattening of the distribution, which occurs a
^Ji&/(2Jf11) depends less steeply onErot , is overcome by
the effect of the energetic cutoff. Therefore, the position
the pseudorainbow will always be near the energetic ma
mum. For a dynamical rainbow this is not necessarily tru
One striking example is the CO–Ni~111! system, where the
rainbow~attributed to O-end collisions! appears at moderate
rotational energies, even though rotational excitation~pre-
sumably from C-end collisions! is observed up to the ener-



















pend onrelative energies, the energy of the pseudorainbow
will be proportional to the total available energy. That is, a
doubling of the available energy will result in a doubling of
the energy at which the pseudorainbow occurs.
A direct measure ofM -populations in molecule–surface
scattering is given by the measurement of alignment mo-
ments of the scattered distribution. The moments are defined
so that a positive value of the alignment momentA0
$2% corre-
sponds to a preference for a ‘‘helicopter-type’’ motion~J
parallel to the surface normaln!, and a negative alignment to
a preference for ‘‘cartwheel’’ motion~J'n!.11,31 The pre-
dicted alignment from aJz-conserving approximation is eas-
ily explained. For low initial rotational temperatures, the
FIG. 1. ~a! StatisticalJz-conserving~j50.5, solid circles! rotational state
distribution for initial rotational temperatureTi ,rot 5 75 K, E5Ei51.0 eV,
n51, andb50.125. Three distinct regions of the distribution are marked,
and the straight lines are meant to guide the eye. The distribution obtained
without Jz conservation is shown~j50, open diamonds! for comparison.
The two distributions have not been normalized and have been shifted for
clarity. ~b! The same distributions shown in a linear plot. The deviation of
the Jz conserving case from a Boltzmann distribution is clear, but no obvi-
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Downloalignment will start at zero for lowJ and decrease monotoni-
cally to its maximum negative value asJ increases and the
initial, allowed set ofM -values becomes smaller relative to
the (2J11) possible values. In all cases, cartwheel motio
will be preferred. In Fig. 2 we show examples of the calcu
lated alignment moments from several statistical distrib
tions with Jz conservation. It should be noted that thes
alignment moments take no account of depolarization by fi
or hyperfine structure, and comparison to real systems m
have to take these effects into account.31 The initial rotational
temperature affects the swiftness of the approach to t
maximum alignment in the intuitively expected manner—
lower Trot gives stronger alignment. Experimental measur
ments of the alignment in many systems show an increa
ingly negative quadrupole alignment, and an increase in t
hexadecapole moment, with increasingJ.11–15 However, a
positive alignment at lowJ has often been observed
experimentally,11–15and the alignment moments do not go t
their maximum values as quickly as those in Fig. 2. Th
calculation of alignment for partialJz conservation requires a
form for the finalM -distribution @Eq. ~A12!#, but the quali-
tative result is obvious—weakerJz conservation will slow
the approach to a maximum alignment and will effectivel
decrease the maximum value. The strength of the alignm
gives an indication of the strictness ofJz conservation in the
FIG. 2. Quadrupole alignmentA0
$2%/A0
$0% and hexadecapole alignment
A0
$4%/A0
$0% arising from a completeJz-conserving statistical distribution, cal-
culated for different initial rotational temperatures. Other parameters are
same as in Fig. 1. The definition of the alignment parameters is that









scattering process, but any observation of positive alignment
requires an alternative dynamical source.
B. Partial conservation of parallel momentum
A final question concerns the role of parallel momentum
in determining the energy distribution. In general, any loss of
parallel momentum,pi , by the molecule is counteracted by a
momentum gain in the phonons. The two limiting cases for
the availability of phonon momentum~i.e., conservation of
parallel momentum or randomization of parallel momentum!
are easily calculated. They correspond essentially to the use
of E' ~for pi conservation! or Ei ~for pi randomization! as
the available translational energy in Eq.~2!, and a change
from n to n11/2 in the exponent forpi randomization~be-
cause of the additional translational dimension!. The diffi-
culty arises for the intermediate cases. The simplest con-
straint one can apply for parallel momentum transfer
q5Dpi5(pi , f2pi ,i) to the surface is that of an average
magnitude~equivalently, an average value^q2&!. The distri-
bution of maximum entropy is then given by24
P~q!5expS 2q2^q2& D . ~3!
The final parallel energy at a given exit angleQ f is com-
pletely determined by the value ofq. The density of transla-
tional states is therefore altered~see Appendix!,
r trans~Etrans!}e
22MNO~AEtranssin Q f2AEi sin Q i !2/^q2&. ~4!
We normalize to the total energy, and absorb the mass of the
NO molecule~MNO! and the factor of 2 in the exponential, to
give a new effective parallel energy accommodation coeffi-
cient b5^q2&/2EMNO. Complete parallel energy conserva-
tion is obtained whenb50, and forb→` no constraint is
placed on the parallel momentum transfer. For atom–surface
scattering Meyer and Levine have given a physical basis for
the width of the parallel momentum transfer probability.24
For molecule–surface scattering the situation is somewhat
more complicated, and we have simply used ourb as a gen-
eral accommodation coefficient. The parameterb is approxi-
mately the width of the parallel energy distribution, in units
of the total energy. The rotational distribution is calculated
by substitution of the new translational density of states~4!
into Eq. ~1! and numerical integration.32
In addition to the rotational distributions, we must con-
sider the angular distribution of the scattered particles and
the correlations between final angle and rotational and trans-
lational energy. The angular distribution is simply given by
the integral over all final states at a particular angle~s e
Appendix!. The rotational and translational energy distribu-
tions as a function of angle for the partial parallel momentum
conservation are simple, since the final angle has already
been used to constrain the parallel energy~and to remove one
variable of integration!. For the complete parallel momentum
conservation expression, Eq.~2!, the final angle is deter-
mined by the final perpendicular translational energy through
tan2 Q f5(Ei , f /E', f)5(Ei sin
2 Q i /E', f). The conditional
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DownloaP~JuE', f !5F12 EJ~E2E', f !G
n21/2
2F12 EJ11~E2E', f !G
n21/2
. ~5!
If the total initial energy is given only by the initial transla
tional energy~i.e., initial rotational and surface tempera
ture→0! then the scattered distribution will be limited to th
superspecular region, since any energy transfer will move
scattering angle closer to the surface. Intensity in the s
specular region requires energy transfer from the surface
from rotations.
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL
DISTRIBUTIONS
The rotational distributions which arise from scatterin
of NO from Pt~111! are reasonably well-described by Boltz
mann distributions at higher~1.6 eV! energies for all outgo-
ing angles, although some deviations still occur for high-Q f
scattering.16 In addition, the scattering at subspecular ang
~30° out! gives Boltzmann distributions for incoming ene
gies from 0.3 to 1.6 eV. These rotational distributions a
well-fit by simple statistical calculations such as Eq.~2!,
which is not surprising—Boltzmann distributions are after a
statistical. In order to judge how much insight into the sc
tering process is given by the statistical treatment, we m
also look at the other data which are available, namely
angular dependence of the rotational and translational
ergy, and the total angular distribution. In particular, dist
butions based on conservation of parallel momentum m
be incomplete, because conservation of parallel momen
is known to be a poor approximation for NO–Pt~111!.22 De-
viation from total parallel momentum conservation in NO
Pt~111! can immediately be seen in the energy trans
~^Etrans&/Ei! distribution;
16,20,22the angular distribution is also
sensitive to the degree of parallel momentum accommo
tion.
The angular distributions which have been measured
NO–Pt~111! scattering show broad~FWHM;40°! distribu-
tions which peak near the specular direction.16,22The angular
distribution which would arise from a completely statistic
reapportionment of energy~including both parallel and per-
pendicular momentum! would of course be a cosQ f distri-
bution. The departure from the ‘‘thermal’’ limiting distribu
tion implies some constraint on parallel momentu
accommodation. Another striking feature of the scattered d
tribution which helps to illustrate the role parallel mome
tum must play in the scattering process is that the effect
rotational temperature is nearly independent of the final sc
tering angle, whereas under parallel momentum conse
tion, the rotational distributions must cool towards the no
mal to conserve energy. Similar behavior has been s
recently for N2–W~110! scattering.
14,15Taken together, these
two observations require apartial accommodation of parallel
momentum.
Figure 3~a! shows angular distributions calculated for
partial accommodation of parallel angular momentum, as
































coming kinetic energy of 1.0 eV was taken as the total en
ergy, and the thermal~575 K! surface energy and the initial
otational energy were ignored. The energy transferred to th
surface can be controlled with the oscillator numbern. In-
creasingn for a constantE tends to move the angular distri-
bution towards the surface, but the effect is small. Because o
the increase in available energy due to the initial therma
excitation of the surface oscillators,E5Ei1nkTs , theb pa-
rameter must be decreased asn increases to maintain a simi-
lar angular distribution, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The change in
b must maintain the productEb at a constant fraction of the
initial parallel energyEi cos
2 Q i . Angular distributions are
therefore approximately the same for identical values o
Eb/Ei . Figure 3~b! also shows a comparison to the experi-
mental NO–Pt~111! angular distributions.21,22 The experi-
mental angular distributions can be qualitatively reproduce
with a scaled parallel energy accommodation paramete
(Eb/Ei) of approximately 0.125, which indicates an average
parallel energy transfer of about 1/8 of the initial transla-
tional energy. The statistical distribution is peaked slightly
closer to the surface normal than the experimental distribu
tion, suggesting that more perpendicular energy is transferre
into internal degrees of freedom~surface and rotor!. In Ar–
FIG. 3. ~a! Angular distributions calculated usingE5Ei51 eV, n51 for
various values of the parallel accommodation parameterb. ~b! Angular dis-
tributions for different numbers of surface oscillatorsn. Here we have used
E5Ei1nkTs with Ei50.3 eV and Ts5575 K, and scaledb,
Eb/Ei;0.125. The solid line is n51, b50.125; dotted line,n55,
b5.074; dashed line,n510, b50.0625. For comparison, experimental
measurements of the angular distribution for NO–Pt~111! scattering are
shown; circles representEi51.5 eV, diamondsEi50.4 eV. In these distri-
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DownPt~111! scattering, it has been suggested that discrepanc
between experiment and a simple ‘‘modified cube’’ mode
could be remedied by a constraint on the direction of paral
momentum transfer.24 That would entail, in addition to our
exp[2(Dpi)
2/b] factor, an additional constraint which de-
pended onDpi . It is possible that a similar refinement would
improve the agreement in the present case.
The rotational distributions observed experimentally fo
NO–Pt~111! fall broadly speaking into two classes
Boltzmann-type distributions and rotational rainbow distr
butions. The Boltzmann-type distributions~low Q f and/or
high Ei! are patently most amenable to a statistical explan
tion, so we shall concentrate on them. Figure 4 shows
comparison of some experimental rotational distribution
from NO–Pt~111! scattering with simple statistical distribu-
tions calculated assuming partial parallel energy conserv
tion, using a total energyE5Ei1nkTs . The clearly ‘‘dy-
namical’’ rotational rainbow distributions have been left of
this plot, but these features will be discussed below. T
number of effective surface oscillators,n required to ad-
FIG. 4. Comparison of rotational state distributions from NO–Pt~111! scat-
tering with statistical distributions calculated for partial parallel momentu
conservation,Eb/Ei50.125. Thenormal angular momentumJz is not con-
served~j50!. The solid symbols are experimental data and the open sy
bols are the calculated distributions. Circles representEi50.34 eV,
Q f530°, triangles Ei50.53 eV, Q f530°; diamonds Ei51.0 eV,
Q f555°, andsquaresEi51.6 eV,Q f530°. Unless otherwise mentioned,
all distributions are for incoming angleQ i545°. Thenumber of surface
oscillators,n, for the statistical distributions is 0.34 eVn510; 0.53 eV
n57; 1.0 eVn57; 1.6 eVn58. The distributions are vertically displaced
from one another by three log units; the 0.53 eV distributions are not d










equately match the experimental distribution is larger tha
reported for the NO–Ag~111! system.19 This suggests a dif-
ference in the scattering dynamics which is reflected in a
increased coupling to the surface, perhaps that a larger p
tion of the surface is involved in the ‘‘activated complex’’ as
the well depth increases.
At the highest incoming energies~1.6 eV!, the apparent
rotational temperature for NO scattered from Pt~111! is inde-
pendent of the exit angle. This is similar to observations o
N2–W~110!, where Boltzmann distributions have been re
ported which are independent of both incoming and outgoin
angle.14,15The resemblance between the N2–W~110! system
at low to moderate incoming energies and the NO–Pt~111! at
high energies is suggestive, since both systems have an
tractive well, even though the N2–W~110! chemisorption
well is much shallower,33 with a relatively small sticking
probability. Yet the scattered angular distribution in thes
systems is not a cosQ distribution, but is peaked around the
specular direction.22,34 In Fig. 5 statistical rotational distribu-
tions are given, using ab coefficient ofEb/Ei50.125, for
the three exit angles~30°, 55°, and 70°! investigated experi-
mentally. While some variation in average rotational energ
is seen as a function of angle, this variation is well within th
precision of the experimental measurements. It is appare
that the amount of parallel momentum accommodatio
which is necessary to wash out the angular variation in th
average rotational energy is far smaller than that which
required to make the angular distributions approach the lim
iting cosQ form. That is, explanation of a peaked angula
distribution in conjunction with angle-independent rotationa
distributions requires no stronger dynamical constraint than
restriction on the average parallel energy transfer.
The final test of the quality of the statistical description
of the experiment comes from the match with the transla
tional energy observed at a given angle. The energy transf
^Etrans&/Ei , in the NO–Pt~111! system is relatively flat with
angle at approximately 50%.21,22 This level of translational
energy accommodation requires that a small number of e
-
s-
FIG. 5. Statistical rotational distributions calculated forEb/Ei50.125,
E5Ei51.6 eV,n52, j50 for different exit anglesQ f . The distributions
differ by a few percent in average rotational energy for
Q f530°^Erot&/E50.205; Q f555°^Erot&/E50.208; Q f570°^Erot&/E
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Downlofective surface oscillators are used in the statistical calcu
tions. On the other hand, use of a small number of surfa
oscillators would predict a rotational distribution which is fa
too hot. If the angular distributions and the rotational distr
butions are fit using a particular value ofn and ofb, then the
final translational energy which is predicted is far too sma
Evidently the statistical calculations we have discussed ca
not reproduce all the features of the observed distributio
simultaneously, even at highEi . Some other dynamical con-
straint is clearly operating in the scattering process, a co
straint which acts to reduce the rotational excitation relativ
to the translation.
One such constraint has been previously mentione
namely the conservation of the angular momentum about
surface normal,Jz . This has the effect of removing energy
from the rotational degrees of freedom, as mentioned in t
previous section. The rotational distribution also chang
shape, as other investigators have noted;18,19 it has been sug-
gested that some of the rotational rainbow features whi
have attracted so much attention in the field of molecule
surface scattering could be explained by this statistical effe
In the previous section we discussed the shape of the dis
butions which arise fromJz-conservation. It is clear that the
maxima and other high-J features observed at lower energie
in the NO–Pt~111! system cannot be explained by simpleJz
conservation. Figure 6 showsJz-conserving distributions
corresponding toE50.3 and 0.6 eV~E' andEi!, compared
with the experimental distribution forQ i570°, incident en-
ergyEi50.53 eV. Thehigh-J features are not reproduced by
Jz-conserving statistical distributions, and require explic
dynamical interpretation. The most straightforward interpr
tation is that the maxima arise from a dynamical constrai
FIG. 6. Comparison of statisticalJz-conserving~j50.5! rotational distribu-
tions for total energyE5Ei of 0.6 eV~dashed line! and 0.3 eV~solid line!,
n52, Eb/Ei50.125 with the experimental distribution forEi50.53 eV,
Q f570°, which shows a clear rotational rainbow. This dynamical effec





















on rotational excitation in the NO–Pt collision. Such a con-
straint is also known as a rotational rainbow, or dynamically-
constrained maximum in rotational excitation.
On the other hand, the reduction in the average rotationa
energy implied byJz conservation suggests that perhaps the
high-energy scattering can still be described by a low num
ber of surface oscillators, but by invoking~partial! Jz con-
servation, the rotational temperatures can be lowered to be
accordance with experiment. Figure 7 shows some rotation
distributions which have been calculated for varying degree
of Jz conservation~i.e., differing values of the parameterj!.
The shape of the distribution changes gradually from the
double-curved form of totalJz conservation to the single
curve of the simple statistical distribution asj is decreased
from 0.5 to 0. However, a cursory comparison of these dis
ributions with the experimental distribution shows that,
while the average rotational energy may be fit by a partialJz
conserving approximation, the shape of the distribution re
quires thatJz conservation play a minor role. Nonetheless,
there appears in most of the NO–Pt~111! distributions a
small overpopulation at lowJ which may arise from partial
Jz conservation.
16 The observation of negative alignment for
NO scattered from Pt~111! would seem to support this
conclusion.11 The experimentally observed alignment is
smaller than that shown in Fig. 2, as would be expected fo
weak Jz conservation. A quantitative prediction for align-
ment moments for partialJz conservation has not been cal-
t
FIG. 7. Calculated rotational distributions forE5Ei51.0 eV, n52,
Eb/Ei50.125using various degrees of partialJz conservation. The param-
eter j50 for no Jz conservation, andj50.5 for completeJz conservation.
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Downloculated; this would require a solution of Eq.~A12!. The re-
laxation of the strict Jz conservation must reduce the
alignment and retard the approach of the alignment para
eter to its asymptotic value. Since the actual dynamical s
nificance of thej parameter in our expressions is somewh
unclear, a more explicit calculation seems unwarranted.
Detailed comparison of the experimental distributio
with the results of statistical calculations shows that the r
tational and translational energy distributions cannot be
multaneously fit using the simple constraints we have pr
posed. The experimental results clearly indicate that t
rotational and translational degrees of freedom cannot
treated as equivalent. In particular, the transfer of paral
momentum which is necessitated by the angular distributio
and the translational energy disposal does not imply tha
corresponding amount of parallel translational energy
made available for rotations. A similar conclusion has bee
drawn by Hanisco and Kummel for N2–W~110!
scattering.14,15 In order to fit the kinetic energy, angular, and
rotational distributions we would have to use differentb pa-
rameters for parallel energy conservation in our calculatio
of each; this is essentially equivalent to enforcing a dynam
cal separation between the translational and rotational ene
transfer. The features of the experimental distributions cou
be recovered with a smallerb for the rotational distribution
than for the translation, corresponding to a higher probabili
for parallel energy to go into perpendicular translation tha
into rotation or into surface vibrations. In other words, ther
appears to be a higher lateral corrugation, which affects t
motion of the molecule center-of-mass, than angular corr
gation, which couples the parallel momentum to the rotatio
of the molecule. Alternatively, a largern could be used for
the calculation of the rotational distributions than for th
translation. It should be emphasized that these alternativ
involving separate calculation of different degrees of fre
dom, have no direct physical meaning. They merely illustra
what type of dynamic constraint exists in the real system th
has not been taken into account in the statistical descriptio
IV. DISCUSSION
The scattering of NO from a Pt surface shows a richne
of behavior, from striking rotational rainbows to broad Bolt
zmann distributions. The transition between the type of b
havior which would be expected from a single, highly dy
namically constrained encounter with the surface~rotational
rainbows, large dependence of rotational distributions on e
angle, i.e., ‘‘dynamical’’ scattering! to behavior more like
that of a long-lived complex interaction~Boltzmann rota-
tional distributions independent of exit angle, i.e., ‘‘statist
cal’’ scattering! occurs as the total incoming energy is raise
to above the order of the chemisorption well. This is surpri
ing, since the scattering as a whole must be less and l
well-described by long-lived collisions as the incoming en
ergy increases. But because of the large sticking probabil
for NO–Pt~111! ~0.9 atEi50.3 eV!,
35 the molecules probed
in the experiments are only a small fraction of the total in
coming flux. The minority channel probed in the exper
ments, the promptly scattered fraction, exhibits this counte













































‘‘statistical’’ distribution only at higher energies. The obser-
vation of statistical state distributions even for angle
resolved scattering with well-defined initial states indicate
that the energy scrambling is characteristic of the scatterin
process itself. However, a simple redistribution of energ
cannot, as we have seen in the previous section, simult
neously describe the rotational, angular, and translational e
ergy distributions.
The low-energy scattering exhibits strong rotational rain
bows at Q f.45°, but the distributions at 30° are
Boltzmann-type for all incoming energies. As with any
Boltzmann-type distribution, the 30° results can be fit by a
statistical calculation. It is tempting to directly assign the
ubspecular scattering to molecules which enter the part
the potential surface associated with statistical scatterin
and to assume that the nature of the 30° scattering at lo
energy is the same as that for all angles at higher energy. B
since the statistical calculations are by nature relative-energ
calculations, the distribution in relative energy will be the
same for different incoming energies if the scattering is sta
tistical. The values of̂Erot&/Ei for NO–Pt~111! show a slight
but significant decrease with increasingEi ;
16 the rotational
temperature is not exactly proportional to the incoming en
ergy. For N2 from W~110! there is a similar energy
dependence,14 suggesting corresponding scattering dynam
ics. If the fraction of the ‘‘total’’ energy is used, where the
total energy isE5Ei1nkTs from the best statistical fit, the
ratio ^Erot&/E is more nearly flat withE.
Nevertheless, the similarity of the total angular distribu
tions for all incoming energies undermines the idea that th
low-energy subspecular scattering and the high-energy sc
tering at all angles arise from a single statistical channe
with identical constraints on the energy redistribution. The
processes which give rise to the observed Boltzmann-typ
distributions change with increasing energy. This sugges
that describing the Boltzmann-type scattering channel as th
decay of a quasibound NO–Ptn ‘‘complex’’ is flawed. It can
be seen that care must be taken not to infer mechanis
information about the scattering process from partial data
Although the individual final energy distributions for NO–
Pt~111! may appear statistical, thecompletebehavior of the
scattering process, or even of an presumed ‘‘Boltzman
channel,’’ does not match the simple statistical predictions.
is therefore unlikely that the scattering of NO from Pt~111! in
the observed energy range can be broken down into tw
simple pathways, one ‘‘statistical’’ and one ‘‘dynamical.’’ A
similar point should be made about the NO–Ag~111! system,
where the results of oriented molecule scattering have show
manifestly nonstatistical behavior,3 despite the similarity of
more highly averaged measurements toJz-conserved statis-
tical calculations.19
Any success of a statistical description of a molecule–
surface scattering process must in the end be explained
terms of some underlying dynamical basis. The ‘‘statistical’
nature of the process simply indicates a loss of memory as
the particular of the initial state, so that the final state distri
bution depends only on total energy~or a few other simple
conserved quantities, as we have discussed!. This corre-
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Downloaction potential for differing initial states. In general, an
averaging over initial conditions or final states will tend
make the process appear more ‘‘statistical.’’ For a thorou
apparent randomization of the energy, it is necessary to h
a strong variation in the final state for differing initial cond
tions, for example, high lateral or angular corrugation36
There are some averages which remain experimentally
avoidable, for example, averaging over impact paramete
surface site, and, in most cases, averaging over initial m
lecular orientation. In the case of NO–Pt~111! scattering,
some increase in averaging almost certainly occurs as
energy increases; the sticking coefficient drops,35 and mol-
ecules from additional surface sites or molecular orientatio
are added to the scattered distribution. This additional av
aging must play some role in the transition from ‘‘dynamics
to ‘‘statistics’’ in NO–Pt~111! scattering.
Possible dynamical sources of a statistical distributi
include multiple collisions and ‘‘chattering’’ collisions.37
Multiple collisions, where the center of mass of the molecu
approaches the surface more than once, have been see
NO–Pt~111! in the classical trajectory studies of Jacobs a
Zare.38 Multiple collisions are very efficient in energy ran
domization, but their probability must decrease with increa
ing energy. With increasing energy it is likely that man
multiple-collision trajectories which would have becom
bound to the surface now escape after fewer bounc
Multiple-collision scattering from the deep-well region of th
potential surface can be presumed to be ‘‘statistical’’ col
sions. If all of the increase in scattered flux between 0.34 a
1.6 eV arises from such indirect collisions, the randomiz
distributions could well overwhelm any remaining rainbo
scattering. This added distribution is not completely d
scribed by a statistical energy disposal, as we have seen
retains a dynamical separation of translational and rotatio
excitation. Similar submersion of the direct, single-collisio
‘‘dynamical’’ distribution in a multicollision ‘‘statistical’’ dis-
tribution, arising from scattering through the well, probab
occurs in other systems where the well depth is large but
sticking probability is still significantly less than unity~see
Table II of the preceding paper!.
The onset of chattering, where both ends of the molec
strike the surface in rapid succession, before reversal of
center-of-mass motion, considerably reduces rotatio
excitation.39 In a perfect chattering collision all of the trans
lational energy is transferred to rotation on the initial impa
then back into translation as the other end strikes the surf
leaving the molecule with no rotational excitation. For initi
conditions slightly different from the perfect chattering co
dition, it can be expected that the rotational excitation w
vary widely. If a larger anisotropy exists for the interactio
with the N-end of the molecule than for the O-end, chatteri
could set in at relatively low incoming energies for N-en
collisions, while for O-end collisions a rotational rainbow
still evident. In addition, as we have discussed in previo
publications,16,20,21selective trapping of the N-end collisions
seen in oriented molecule scattering studies,40 amplifies the
O-end rainbow feature. As the energy increases, not only
the N-end collisions, and collisions at different surface sit














































tually chattering will also set in for O-end collisions. The
relative rotational excitation will then decrease with increas
ing energy, and the distributions will simultaneously become
more ‘‘statistical.’’
In the NO–Pt~111! system, we have seen from the mea-
sured angular distributions and the comparisons with statis
tical models that the low-energy subspecular Boltzmann dis
t ibutions arise from a qualitatively different scattering
process than the high-energy Boltzmann distributions. It is
known for NO–Pt~111! collisions at 0.24 eV that the O-end
collisions dominate the superspecular scattering, wherea
both N and O-end collisions contribute to the subspecula
intensity.40 Near-Boltzmann distributions have been seen in
oriented NO–Ag~111! scattering for the preferred N-end
approach.3 This phenomenon was described in terms of a
low-energy N-end rainbow by Voges and Schinke.41 The
Boltzmann distributions observed for a 30° exit angle in
NO–Pt~111! could possibly arise from analogous effects.
However, we have proposed an interaction potential for NO–
Pt~111! which differs considerably from the Voges and
Schinke NO–Ag~111! potential,16,21 with a deep well at the
N-end, reflecting the binding geometry of NO on Pt. The
subspecular Boltzmann distributions using such a form fo
the potential will most likely arise from some kind of
double-collision.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A simple statistical model has been put forward to de-
scribe the randomization of energy which is apparent in NO–
Pt~111! scattering at higher energies. This model allows par
tial conservation of parallel linear momentum and of angula
momentum along the surface normal. The predictions of th
statistical model have been useful in separating what are ge
eral features of the distributions, arising from simple restric-
tions on the available phase space, from features which hav
dynamical sources specific to the NO–Pt~111! system. It has
been shown that the simultaneous observation of peaked a
gular distributions and Boltzmann-type rotational distribu-
tions which are independent of the scattering angle i
straightforwardly explained by a statistical model. In addi-
tion, rotational distributions which depart markedly from
Boltzmann populations can be produced under condition
where the angular momentum about the surface normal
partially conserved. Such distributions display a characteris
tic low-J ‘‘fall-off’’ and can, under some conditions, mimic a
weak rotational rainbow. However, the observed NO–
Pt~111! distributions cannot be consistently explained by a
simple statistical process, and clear indications are seen th
the translational and rotational degrees of freedom do no
have equal access to the initial parallel energy. The transitio
at higher incoming energies from ‘‘dynamical’’ to ‘‘statisti-
cal’’ distributions in NO–Pt~111! scattering appears to be due
to a combination of increased averaging over a larger rang
f molecular orientations and/or surface sites, and the elim
nation of the dynamical rainbow channel, perhaps by chat
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
We assume that the surface can be described by a








Here nk is the frequency of thekth oscillator, andh is
Planck’s constant. The actual frequencies of the oscillat
are largely immaterial. The final energy distribution is a
fected only by theEosc dependence of the density of state
and, since the oscillators are classical, their initial and fin
excitations are not quantized. The classical density of sta





whereb is the rotational constant. The density of transl
tional states which we use depends on the number of tra
lational degrees of freedom available. For complete para
momentum conservation, translation in only one dimens
is involved in the energy redistribution and we use the de












If there is no constraint on parallel momentum transfer, b
we still look only at in-plane scattering, then the two












The rotational distributions for the simple case of co
servation of parallel momentum have been reported by ot
workers;18,19,23we turn our attention to the distributions tha
arise from other constraints on the partitioning of energy. F
conservation ofJz we first calculate the rotational distribu
tions that arise from the scattering of molecules with a sin
initial Jz[M , as described in the text. The available sta
























value of the projectionM , which is inversely proportional to











The integration over the state density is somewhat more
complicated, but can be accomplished in terms of the Eule
integrals,19,42 which can be readily evaluated numerically.30
We substitute Eq.~A4! into Eq. ~1! and first perform the
integral over the translational and oscillator energies~for











But, sincerrot~Erot! must be 0 forJ,M , the normalization
integral in the denominator will begin not at zero, but at the
rotational energy which corresponds toJ5M . This integral
is easily rewritten in terms of Euler integrals. The results for
the rotational energy distribution for a given initialM is
















whereB(x,y) is the Euler beta function~Euler integral of the
first kind!, which can be expressed in terms of the gamma
function ~Euler integral of the second kind!, B(x,y)







The conditions onM2 in Eq. ~A6! require thatM be less than
or equal to bothJinitial andJfinal ; the probability is zero oth-
erwise. Notice that forM50 our result reduces to the case
given by Pettersson.19 The rotational state populations for a
singleM are given by integration overEJ<Erot<EJ11 to
give finalJ states~a truncation ofM to an integer is implicit








5En11/2BS 12 ,n11D F I SEJ11E ; 12 ,n11D
2I SEJE ; 12 ,n11D G . ~A8!
The final rotational state distribution for totalJz-conservation
can be analytically calculated; it is expressed as a sum ove






































m I SEJ11E ; 12 ,N11D2I SEJE ; 12 ,N11D
F12I SM2bE ; 12 ,N11D G
.
~A9!
Hereqrot(Ti ,rot) is the rotational partition function at the ini
tial rotational temperatureTi ,rot , m[min(Ji ,J), andk is the
Boltzmann constant. The shapes of the distributions acqu
in this manner agree well with the results reported for t
Monte Carlo sampling method, and our result is identical
Pettersson’s expression in theTi ,rot→0 limit.19 In our com-
parisons to the NO–Pt~111! data we assume that the rota
tional energy makes a negligible contribution to the to
energy.~The rotational temperature in the experiments cor
sponds to less than 1% of the total energy.! We can then
separate the Boltzmann factor in the rotational average fr
the integration and use theM50 distribution as a basis for
the complete distribution@since I (0;y,z)50, Eq. ~A9! is
simplified#. The distribution forMÞ0 is given by theJ>M
terms of this distribution, renormalized to [( P(JuM
50),J>M ]. We multiply this basis distribution by the prob
ability of each~integral! M value in the initial thermal rota-
tional distribution. The sum of these products then gives
total rotational distribution.
An expression forpartial conservation ofJz can be con-
structed by allowingM to change, that is, by allowing a
singleM initial state to have access to a larger fraction th
(2J11)21 of the total state density. This must be reflected
the energy dependence of the rotational density of states
we use as a general caserrot proportional toErot
2j , wherej50
and j51/2 correspond to noJz-conservation and total
Jz-conservation, respectively. This partial conservation c
be rationalized by exploiting the analogy to a on
dimensional rotor pointed out by Petersson.19
The total density of states for the linear rotor can







and the partial conservation ofJz is then a restriction on the





















The final distribution of M for a given Mi and J,














by requiring that the integrated finalM probability distribu-
tion reflect the available state density. For partialJz conser-
vation, one can as a first approximation simply replace 1/2
wherever it appears in Eq.~A9! with the factorj, 0<j<0.5,
introduced above. This approximation ignores the fact that
the restrictionJfinal>M initial must also be relaxed, which af-
fects theJ-states with significant initial populations. We have
removed the restriction in an ad hoc manner in our calcula-
tions by simply weighing theJfinal,M initial portions of the
distribution by a factor ~122j!exp@j~Jfinal2M initial!#. A
‘‘truer’’ weight for J,M initial could in principle be obtained
in conjunction with a solution of Eq.~A12!, but since the
initial rotational temperatures in the experiments are low, the
details of how to include theJfinal,M initial channels make
little difference.
For partial conservation of parallel momentum, we need
the density of translational states subject to the restriction on
the probability of final parallel momenta@Eq. ~3!#. We re-
strict ourselves to in-plane scattering, and so use the two-
dimensional expression for the number of translational states
betweenEtransandEtrans1dEtransat an angle betweenQ and























e22MNO~AEtranssin Q f2AEi sin Q i !
2/^q2&.
We absorb the 2MNO factor and normalize to the total energy
to define a new accommodation coefficient
b5^q2&/2EMNO. The b coefficient is related to the avail-
ability of the parallel kinetic energy for the other degrees of
freedom; forb50 the parallel momentum~and energy! is
strictly conserved, and forb→` the parallel momentum is
completely available for repartitioning~a cosQ f angular dis-
tribution will then result!.
Similar considerations apply to the calculation of angu-
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Downlofunction of angle. Note that the expression for the angul
distribution contains the factor cosQ f , which ensures that a
complete accommodation of parallel momentum results in
cosine distribution.43 This factor arises from the volume ele-d
e
h
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a
ment for the scattered flux per unit area on the surface at
angleQ f .
24 The angular distribution for the partially con
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and the^Ef& (5^Etrans&!/Ei distribution is given by an addi
tional factor ofEtrans inside the integral in the numerato
Once again, flux detection requires thatn be changed to
n11/2. In our calculations of these distributions the int
grals are performed numerically.30
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